
What Fathers Can Do 
to Make a Lifelong Difference
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“!is is great stu", worth any dad’s 
time… Ignore it only if you don’t want  

to be a better dad.”
Jerry B. Jenkins, author

coauthor of the megaselling !"#$ %"&'() series

“You won’t #nd any lectures or guilt trips 
here…Jay will pro$oke you to think deep, 

laugh hard, and lo$e more.”
Carey Casey, CEO of *e National Center 

for Fathering, radio host, and author of 
Championship Fathering

GOOD NEWS+
You are already the perfect dad for your kids!

Still, you know you can grow. Most dads could use a little more patience, a plan for 
plugging in to their gi,s and resources, and a few fresh fathering ideas. You may 
also want to dump some regrets and other baggage.

In these pages, Jay Payleitner, veteran radio producer and dad of -ve, o.ers a 
bounty of inspiring and unexpected insights:

*  straightforward rules: “carry photos of your kids,” “dad tucks in,” and “kiss  
 your wife in the kitchen”
*  candid advice that may be tough to hear: “get right with your own dad,”  
 “throw out your porn,” and “surrender control of the TV remote”
*  weird topics that at #rst seem absurd: “buy Peeps,” “spin a bucket over your  
 head,” and “rent a dolphin”

A great gi, or men’s group resource, 52 !ings Kids Need %om a Dad provides a 
full year’s worth of ideas—one per week if you like. And NO chapter will make 
you feel guilty or criticize men for acting like men!

Surely, God—our heavenly Father—designed fatherhood to be a joy, a blessing, 
and a blast.

“I’m delighted to see so many inspiring, practical, unexpected ideas  
for dads in one place.”  —from the foreword by J*%! M-D*.'//

J,0 P,0/'"1#') is a freelance writer, speaker, and radio producer 
whose credits include Josh McDowell Radio, Today’s Father and Jesus 
Freaks Radio. He is the author of Once Upon a Tandem and 40 Days to 
Your Best Life for Men, as well as a former Awana director, wrestling 
coach, and executive director of the Illinois Fatherhood Initiative. Jay and 
his wife live in Chicago.
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